
Contractor Single Strip Light

CSS LED

Commercial Indoor

CSS is the Lithonia Lighting® go-to 
Contractor Select™ Strip.

This is the perfect strip to order for 

almost any basic application. From 

residential closet to commercial 

warehouse, the CSS features 2, 4 and 

8 foot configurations with up to 10,000 

lumens, all DLC listed - providing 

versatility for many applications.

With the ability to switch lumens 

and adjust color temperature in one 

fixture, CSS can be adapted to the 

needs of each project – 9 different 

variations within the same SKU!

The CSS can be surface mounted, 

suspended or row mounted. 

Additionally, can be opened without 

any tools. The quick disconnects 

between the driver and the LEDs 

allow you to remove the LED tray so it 

doesn't interfere with installation.

Features and Benefits

 � 2', 4' and 8' lengths offering  
1,500-10,000 lumens

 � Available Switchable White and 
Adjustable Light Output technology

 � L70 at 80,000 hours

 � Diffuse acrylic lens

 � Standard 0-10V dimming

 � ANSI Standard of 2.5kV surge 
protection

 � Optional integrated battery backup

 � Optional quick connect wiring 
harness

 � Optional motion sensor

 � UVOLT 120-347V

DesignLights Consortium® (DLC) Premium qualified product and DLC 
qualified product. Not all versions of this product may be DLC Premium 
qualified or DLC qualified. Please check the DLC Qualified Products List 
at www.designlights.org/QPL to confirm which versions are qualified.



Switch and Features

Choose the CSS Switchable option for the ability to switch both lumens and color temperature in one fixture. 

Adjustable Lumens: (2') 1,500L to 3,000L

 (4') 3,000L to 5,000L 

 (8') 6,000L to 10,000L

Switchable White: 3500K to 5000K

Great for:

Distributors

 � Stock 9 different configurations 
with 1 SKU!

 � Increase inventory turns

 � Fewer orders from the factory

End User

 � Customizable to the space

 � Set the look and feel

 � Great for many applications 

Contractors

 � Easier to keep on hand

 � Get on the job site quicker

 � Fewer trips to distributor

 � 1 SKU fits all solutions

Accessories

 � Motion Sensor

 � Juction Box Cover

 � Chain Hanger

 � Aircraft Cable and V Hanger

 � Field Installable Battery Backup

 � Stem Kit

 � Wire Guard

Applications

Storage unit Laundry room GarageLocker room
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CSS LED
Switch it up!
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